
AUDITION: COVER PAGE
TALENT MUST BE ABLE TO LEGALLY WORK IN CANADA

Unicorn Academy- S2

AUDITION NOTES FOR TALENT SENDING IN AN AUDITION:

SLATE- For the slate please film ON-CAMERA as an MP4 file

1. Please say your name, age (only say your age if you are under 18 years old, if you
are 18 or older do NOT say your age), and location into camera.

2. Please let us know how you relate to the character, and please share a little about
your heritage. (Keep this to under 1 minute.)

SIDES: Materials are included below.
- We really want to hear talent finding all the comedic beats!

File name instructions: (you will be submitting a total of 2 files)
Please name the files: Talent name. Role name. Slate/Take #
Example:
COLLEEN RUSH. ALI. SLATE
COLLEEN RUSH. ALI. SIDES



UNICORN ACADEMY      SIDES: "ALI"

EXT. WOODS - CLEARING – DAY1 1

An eager fresh-faced first year with Boy Scout energy treks 
through the trees. This is ALI.

ALI
Oh man, oh jeez, I can’t believe 1 1
I’m going to meet my very own 
unicorn. What a day!

Ali passes a FERN, but stops when he hears a <DING!>

ALI (CONT’D)
Did you hear that?! My unicorn must 2 2
be close by!

REVEAL: another boy, SAM, hides, trying not to laugh. He’s 
the one who made the DING noise. He does it again: <DING!> 
Ali hears the ding and looks down at the Fern at his feet.

ALI (CONT’D)
The forest is matching me with a 3 3
fern? My destiny is... a plant? 
<GASP> Unless, this is a unicorn 
that was enchanted to look like a 
fern! And my destiny is to save 
them from their curse!!

(innocent, to trees)
Thank you so much for this honor. 4 4
I’ll protect Ferny with my life.

Sam facepalms, then steps out to reveal himself.

SAM
You’re not matched with a plant.5 5

ALI
No, this feels right. We’ve got a 6 6
real connection. For instance, we 
both like the color green--

SAM
It was a prank.7 7

ALI
A prank? Then... who am I matched 8 8
with?

Just then, a real UNICORN trots in and stops before Ali. We 
hear a real, musical <DING> from the Forest. A much more 
magical matching! The unicorn NEIGHS: Hiya!
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ALI (CONT’D)
Wow... A real unicorn.9 9

(whispered awe)
You are so shiny. I am obsessed 10 10
with youuuu.

SAM
See? That’s your unicorn! The fern 11 11
thing was a joke!

ALI
Ohhhh! <LAUGHTER> A JOKE! I love 12 12
jokes!! But no one’s ever joked 
around with me before. Wow, is this 
what having a best friend feels 
like?? It’s so warm and fuzzy!

Ali eyes shine, smitten. Sam’s face falls.

SAM
Best friend?! No, that’s not --13 13

ALI
What should we call ourselves? Best 14 14
Friend Boys? Magic Mates? The ‘Corn
Crew?15 15

(squeezing Sam and 
unicorn)

Two best friends in one day? I’m 16 16
the luckiest kid on Unicorn Island!

Off Sam’s stricken expression -- he didn’t know the bright-
eyed optimist he was dealing with!
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